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2015

Program

11 March – 22 April

Nina Prader – Re-Pop-up Cupcake Museum and Store-front Exhibition.

15 April

Patrícia J. Reis - Electronics & Arduino Introduction Workshop I

29 April

Patrícia J. Reis - Electronics & Arduino Introduction Workshop II

6 May - 17 June

Selma Prodanovic & Lena Violetta Leitner Exhibition

21 May 2015

Tara Transitory aka artist lecture

3 June

Lisa Madlberger Workshop How to start your own website

10 June

Patrícia J. Reis Workshop Programing servo Motors with Arduino

1 - 22 July

Hoa Luo & Stefanie Post, “WEB analog" Exhibition and Performance

1 September -

Motherboard hosted by Christine Schörkhuber and Lale Rodgarkia-Dara

2 October

Mz Baltazar's Lab with Patrícia J. Reis and Bina Simonic workshop How to build your own megaphone at
Garoa Hackerspace, São Paulo, Brazil

8-25 October

Mz Baltazar's Lab with Patrícia J. Reis Participation on the exhibition WhatsAppropriation, Fundição
Progresso, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

9 October

Mz Baltazar's Lab with Patrícia J. Reis Workshop Opensource technologies and articulation between art
and technology, Parque Lage, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

14 October

Stefanie Wuschitz Workshop LilyPad introduction

3 November - 31
December

Lale Rodgarkia-Dara Silent pictures loud Exhibition

25 November

Daniela Riedl Workshop Pure Data- Einführung und grundlegende Audiobearbeitung

2 December

Keiko Uenishi Workshop “Working/thinking about partitions/barriers”

2016

Program

28 January

Mz Baltazar’s Lab workshop and talk at the seminar Vis-A-Vis, Ars Electronica
Center Linz

11 May

Ela Aloisia Sattler workshop Raspberry Pi

22 May

Stefanie Wuschitz workshop Edit-a-thon @ Coded Cultures Festival

4 June

Patrícia J. Reis Workshop Penetrating the black box, hacking as an
emancipatory strategy in Art, Science & Technology

13 June

Motherboards June ’16 Meeting

17 - 27 June

Carla Cabanas & Patrícia J. Reis Artist-in-residence at Mz* Baltazar's Lab

23 June

Ela Aloisia Sattler RaspberryPi Basics Workshop II

24 June

Verena Dürr & Ulla Rauter Klangkunst Workshop

Mz Baltazar’s Lab aims at generang a culture of fearless making! An
environment that fosters creavity, acvism and provocave thinking!
We try to build an accessible, inclusive, open, safer and radical space,
from which to evolve as people and as community. Open Source
Technology is at the root of our philosophy, it enables us to share and
collaborate without restricons. We need this space to experiment
with things as gender, hardware or our selves.

We idenfy as interseconal feminists, and we come from a variety of
educaonal backgrounds. The lab is intended as a safer space for
people who have tradionally been excluded from or have felt unsafe
in spaces where science is taught, or technology is being used, and we
invite those people (women, and trans* individuals) to parcipate or
give workshops that bring together technology, art, and have a crical
understanding of social structures. Our exhibions and events are
open to all audiences, and are intended to support women* in the
broad sense of the polical terms, and those who work on feminist
issues, empowerment, and overturning patriarchy.

As a collecve we are more or less *uid in our composion. Some of
us travel a lot, others need to take care of families and friends, and
almost all of us have some paying job. We therefore are *exible and
try to support each other in whatever journeys we set out on. We
come from a variety of linguisc and cultural backgrounds, and some
of us have lived in Vienna longer than others. Working on, in, and with
the collecve is a frui-ul experience, and a challenge, and we are
always happy to meet people interested in working with the collecve
in whatever capacity they can.

Currently the collecve is composed of:
Stefanie Wuschitz – lecturer, researcher, and media arst
Lale Rodgarkia-Dara – sound arst and author
Patrícia J. Reis – media arst and lecturer
Maria Hera – visual and performance arst
Anna T. – visual arst and researcher

"Cupcakes are a recent economic, cultural, and social phenomenon and dare I say symbol of our mes ”
-Cupcake Rant 2011.
Inspired by the internaonal phenomena of guerilla cupcake bakeries and concept stores that pop-up
everywhere, the zine Cupake Rant came to life as an installaon-illustraon. First appearing as a closed
store-front on Vienna’s hipster street Gumpendorferstrasse at Galerie Reinthaler’s Vitrine. The promise
was cupcakes of a di@erent sort, neither edible nor proAtable. The ghost store resurfaced as The Front: a
shop, museum and composng utopia and dystopia at Mz Baltazars, even further down the gentriAed
street on Sechshauserstrasse.
The visual narraves and intricacies behind this spongey facade of the cupcake industry took form in
symbolic shapes, personiAcaons and hidden economic, gendered ideologies, ranging from serious to
absurd (mostly absurd). In March, the doors to The Front opened to Mz. Balthasar’s hacker space and a
zine-making workshop called Not a Cupcake to inform, dissent and play.

Nina Prader is a text and image arst,
currently based in Vienna. Born in
Washington D.C., she studied at the
Museum School of Fine Arts in Boston in
a#liaon with Tu&s University and at the
Slade in London in a#liaon with UCL. She
received her MA in Crical Studies at the
Academy of Fine Arts in Vienna.Her subject
ma,ers mostly manifest in printed ma,ers.
She is interested in relaonships,
intersecons, those unnameable spaces,
gaps, and categories in between that are
le& out, unseen, and deserve to be made
visible.

This workshop aimed to introduce the basics of electronics, focusing on what is essenal for exploing the
open source Arduino pla-orm, and therefore, building things using di@erent kinds of in and out-puts.
We’ll focus on fundamental tools and techniques such as building a simple circuit, knowing the electronic
components, soldering and using a Mulmeter for measuring resistance, voltage, and current.

[29 April 2015] Patrícia J. Reis - Electronics & Arduino
Introduction Workshop II

This workshop aimed to introduce the basics of the open source Arduino pla-orm. We’ll focuses on basic
programming and building di@erent electronic circuits for interacve environments using analog and
digital sensors.

[6 May - 17 June] Selma Prodanovic & Lena Violetta Leitner
Exhibition

DAILY DIET
Buy one, get two for free!
It's your life. It's your tv!
We provide a diverse range of high quality products. We will never let you down. This is what you want
right now. Dive in a new world of happiness, with products fulAlling your dreams! Our program will
entertain you and help you improve yourself. Cause it is always about making it beGer. This is DAILY DIET.
This is your tv!
Šejma Ferré and Lena VioleGa Leitner set an exhibion that deals with consumerism, adversing, videos,
body image and shopping channels. In this project they explore di@erent methods of processing printed
images and ways to play with absurdity and shiJing meanings. "DAILY DIET" analyzes the complexity of
our contemporary society in di@erent ways by digesng the aggressive world of informaon and
adversement. The di@erent levels of Acon and reality start to mix, involving the visitors as well. The
arsts invent their own tv channel, “DAILY DIET” that plays with stereotypes and empty promises of an
over*ooded world of consumerism and neverending “improvement”.
Šejma Ferré makes a serial of simple drawings in ink with the goal to translate di@erent visual languages
from the world of mass-media in a individual and direct way.
Lena VioleGa Leitner shows a two-channel video, that deals with the absurd world of shopping and
consists of found footage and a documentaon of the arsc process of Sejma and VioleGa.
"Cause I really like the part when we started wring in the document and you told me about how you
think its about culture, that you at home with your mom collect things and reuse. before realizing that the
screening was yesterday, today i sent this video. ok, however you decide. but I trust your decision."

Šejma and Viole,a met in 2012 in Belgrade, where they started
their 2rst collecve project "STAN" (the 5at). In their arsc
process, they use found material and rebuild it, create stories out
of it and use their arsc process as a material as well.
Lena Viole,a Leitner, born in 1986 in Graz, Austria.
Lives and works in Vienna, Austria.
A&er several residencies and exchange studies in various
countries (Serbia, France, Croaa, Switzerland,...) she deals in her
work with quesons of identy (especially as a woman and
female arst) and physical, psychological borders. At the moment
she is focused on language and text, but also studies Digital Art at
the University of Applied Arts Vienna and 2nished Japanese
Studies and Theatre-Film-Media Studies.
Šejma Ferré (1981) graduated in Painng and Printmaking. Her
artworks are constructed from images found in old printed
materials, usually in the form of collage, print and drawing. She
exhibited internaonally at numerous exhibions, recent include
“Using images”,solo show, Rancic House, Belgrade (2015), “Daily
drawings”, installaon and book edion in gallery DKSG, Novi
Beograd (2013) and “I saw unseen”, solo show, installaon and
performance in gallery Dom Omladine, Belgrade (2012). Awarded
with Onassis Foundaon Disncon Prize in Greece (2006). She
lives and works in Belgrade.

[21 May 2015] Tara Transitory artist lecture

Tara Transitory aka One Man Naon is an experimental musician with a background in media and sound
art. She is trans, nomadic and is currently invesgang transgender history in south-east asia as well as the
intersecons of gender, noise and ritual through performances and the collecve experience of creang
ephemeral catharc happenings with trans*queer communies everywhere.

Originally from Singapore, she splits his me between Asia|
Europe where she co-directs andsends out smoke signals from
the Internaonal //gender|o|noise\\ Underground together
with Miriam de Saxe, and organizes the trans*queer themed
Translacca nights.Tara performs solo as One Man Naon, with
Truna as { 23 Shadows of Amnesia },with PierreBasen as
Mecanaon and with Miriam de Saxe as // taami|Δ|kiiri \\. She
has collaboratedextensively and her past collaboraons include
Vincent Moon, C-drik Fermont, Kato Hideki,Hilary JeQrey,
Richard Sco,, Alfredo Genovesi and Soopa Collecve; has
performedinternaonally at the Guggenheim Museum (Bilbao),
Museum of Contemporary Art (Taipei), ISEA (Ruhr), Mapping
(Geneva), Piksel (Bergen), MEM (Bilbao), STEIM Jamboree
(Amsterdam), Makeart (Poiers), Fete 0.1 (Orleans), SummerLAB
(Gijon), Steirischer Herbst (Graz) and SonicProtest (Paris)
amongst others.

[3 June] Lisa Madlberger Workshop How to start your own
website

This workshop aims to introduce the basics of the open source Arduino pla-orm speciAcally in how to
program and wire servo motors to build interacve projects. We will use di@erent analog and digital
sensors to control servo motors and will explore new ways of using power and moon to think about
futures machineries.

Mothers, Arts & Technologyhosted by Chrisne Schörkhuber and Lale Rodgarkia-Dara
Eltern, insbesondere solche, die freiberu*ich arbeiten, und hier insbesondere vorallem MüGer, geraten
häuAg durch ihre Betreuungsaufgaben ins abseits der Netzwerke, die im Kunst- und Kulturbereich einen
wesentlichen Aspekt der beru*ichen Tägkeit ausmachen.
Die Erfahrungswerte, die Kindererziehung mit sich bringt, werden oJ im künstlerischen Kontext auch nicht
als solche honoriert und integriert, sondern als Gegenspieler dazu betrachtet oder beiseite gestellt.
Um hier neue Perspekven zu erö@nen, soll 2015 das Netzwerk "Mothers, Arts & Technology" in den
Räumen von Mz. Baltazars Laboratory ins Leben gerufen werden.
Angedacht ist dies als jour Axe, an dem man sich Frauen (insbesondere MüGer) aus dem
Kunst/Technologie Bereich tre@en können, um zu netzwerken, in unserer WerkstaG oder im Studio an
eigenen Sachen arbeiten und den informellen Wissenstransfer nutzen können.
Für diese Zeit wird eine Betreuung für Kinder angeboten, um den Teilnehmerinnen Freiräume zu
ermöglichen, um eben diesen Tägkeiten vergleichsweise ungestört nachgehen zu können.

[8-25 October] Mz Baltazar's Lab with Patrícia J. Reis
Participation on the exhibition WhatsAppropriation,
Fundição Progresso, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. Garoa
Hackerspace, São Paulo, Brazil

Inside out: Myself as Diana (2011) is an audiovisual interacve installaon that allows parcipants to
visual explore another reality behind a wall.
A small monitor is placed on a table, leaning to a wall. The parcipant can manipulate the screen freely
(all direcons) on the wall's surface. By doing so, she/he can see small parts of a video image represenng
an inmate scene -- a woman bathing. The parcipant is encouraged to take part in the perceptual
exercise of composing the connuously moving image through small, fragmented shots.
The video is a self-representaon of the arst as Diana -- the ancient goddess. Inspired by the famous
myth (Diana and Actaeon), the installaon o@ers an interface that works like an access window to a virtual
and inmate space, turning interacvity into a voyeurisc experience. The female character might look
back to the viewer, accomplishing the punishment illustrated by the myth and deconstrucng the visual
pleasure of the voyeur.

Workshop in der renommierten Visual Arts Schule Parque Lage staG. Der Praxis-Workshop ber
interakve Systeme mit der Open-Source-PlaUorm Arduino war gut besucht. Es wurden Möglichkeiten
aufgezeigt wie man interakve Kunst scha@en kann und bat einen theoreschen Teil in dem einige der in
Wien präsenerten Installaonen im Rahmen der Ausstellungen “LuJsteuer” von Miss Baltazars
Laboratory gezeigt wurden.

[14 October] Stefanie Wuschitz Workshop LilyPad
introduction

In this workshop parcipants learned how to make sewable circuits that can be implemented in wearable
materials and therefore programmed with the open source tool LilyPad. We built our own sensors by
reusing materials and to create an interacve wearable project.
The LilyPad Arduino is a microcontroller board designed for wearables and e-texles. It can be sewn to
fabric and similarly mounted supplies, sensors and actuators with conducve thread. The LilyPad Arduino
was designed and developed by Leah Buechley and SparkFun Electronics.

[3 November - 31 December] Lale Rodgarkia-Dara Silent
pictures loud Exhibition

[25 November] Daniela Riedl Workshop Pure DataEinführung und grundlegende Audiobearbeitung

Pure Data (Abgekürzt: Pd) ist eine Programmiersprache die visuelle Programmierung benutzt. Wie auch
Max/Msp wurde sie von Miller PuckeGe entwickelt, ist aber im Gegensatz zu Max/Msp frei erhältlich, und
besitzt eine akve EntwicklergemeinschaJ.

In diesem Workshop werden wir Pd installieren und für unser Audiosystem konAgurieren,
grundlegende Funkonen und Hilfestellungen des Programms durchgehen und ein paar einfache Patches
zur Audiobearbeitung erstellen.
Ziel des Workshop ist es, einen Einblick in die Arbeitsweise mit Pd zu erhalten um in weiterer Folge
selbständig damit arbeiten zu können.
Wenn vorhanden biGe Laptops mitbringen.

[2 December] — Keiko Uenishi Workshop “Working/thinking
about partitions/barriers”

Part of my doctoral research is to unlearn and redeAne the concept of space. The current focus is
parcularly through/around parons/barriers and seeks to shiJ the idea of ‚region of parons‘ into
potenal mediaon zone(s).

Accordingly, in the noon of quesoning the stereotypical concept of „parons/barriers“ found in our
daily lives, Uenishi will conduct a workshop breaking down the idea of walls/parons and tackling to
create „modular walls that (can) connect“ together with parcipants.
The idea will be carried through aGempts and experiments collaboravely to create (a) large-format
circuit(s) with using „extremely basic“ technology ulizing copper tapes, conducve threads, snaps, safety
pins, paper clips, etc. In this manner, the paron may shiJ from the typical ‚divider‘ concept and rather
propose to funcon as a ‚connector‘.

About Keiko Uenishi:
Currently spliTng me between Brooklyn, New York
and Vienna, Austria, sound art-i-vist, socio/environ
composer, and a core member of SHARE.nyc
(h,p://share.dj/share), Keiko Uenishi is known for her
works formed through experiments in restructuring
and analyzing one’s relaonship with sounds in
sociological, cultural, and/or psychological
environments

2016

Open workshop: Mz Baltazar’s Lab Workshop | Patrícia J. Reis & Lale Rodgarkia-Dara | (german and
English) | 16:30
About the workshop: Mz Baltazar’s Laboratory is a creave feminist hackerspace, speciAcally for persons
who call themselves women or trans that brings together art, technology, and science. The workshop will
focus on open source soJware and hardware and creave DIY/DIT pracces for empowering and
emancipatory. By exploring di@erent interacve technologies we will produce, hack, up-cycle, create, and
learn from each other.
About the seminar: Eine 3-tägige Convenon von 27.1. bis 29.1. 2016 im Ars Electronica Center und der
Kunstuniversität Linz, veranstaltet von der Studienrichtung Mediengestaltung / Instut für Kunst und
Bildung
Digitale Technologien durchdringen fast alle Lebensbereiche und scha@en parallele Medienwirklichkeiten.
Diese basieren auf dem Verständnis, Wissen und Können im Umgang mit Informaons- und
Kommunikaonstechniken.
In Bildungskontexten zeigt sich eine KluJ zwischen selbstorganisierten Formen jugendlicher Netzkultur
und instuonell vermiGelter Bildungsinhalte. Welche Potenale und Herausforderungen stecken daher
in einer gestalterischen Medienbildung, um gemeinsam an einer Schule der ZukunJ zu arbeiten?
Mit Jugendlichen und Expert_Innen aus Kunst, Kultur, Bildung und interdisziplinären Kreav-Bereichen,
wollen wir forschend-experimentell neue Wege erkunden. Im Fokus der Convenon stehen daher, neben
klassischen Präsentaonsformen, Formate wie barcamp, hacker space workshop, cos-play, game stage, die
zur akven Teilnahme einladen.
Vis-a-vis wird veranstaltet von der Studienrichtung Mediengestaltung im Instut für Kunst und Bildung an
der Kunstuniversität Linz in Kooperaon mit dem Ars Electronica Center.

The Basics Raspbi Worskshop is designed for arsts who would like to use PI as a tool for their projects.
You will learn to set up a Raspbi 2 and / or 3 in the audio it (input / output) and video (output) range use.
We will also brie*y show how to install Processing on Pi for further use.

[22 May] Stefanie Wuschitz workshop Edit-a-thon @ Coded
Cultures Festival

Wikipedia seems like an open, parcipatory pla-orm, but in fact 90 percent of its editors are male.
At the EDIT-A-THON hosted by Mz* Baltazar’s Laboratory you can drop in and And out how to publish and
how to edit an arcle, add informaon about women in technology/art/acvism or even develop your
own Wikipedia arcle!
To encourage a representave number of arcles from a female perspecve, the US-based feminist
organizaon ‘art+feminism’ created a format called ‘Edit-a-thon‘. It has its roots in the term ‘hacker-thon‘,
a night and day-long working session among hackers who try to collaboravely get Open Source projects
done. The ‘Edit-a-thon’ in Vienna will become the most intense working session of feminist arcle wring
ever! A networked wikistorming during which feminists on di@erent locaons in the world will reclaim
Wikipedia!
Have you ever wondered how wikipedia is structured? How controversial issues are handled? How it
re*ects what the world thinks? Is it at all possible to give a global perspecve? How many changes are
done each minute on one arcle on Wikipedia? Who checks the informaon? Do editors have to follow
any rules? These are a number of quesons we will debate during the Edit-a-Thon, while eang yummy
cake and drinking delicious tea/co@ee.
As with all our workshops with the intent of creang safer spaces this one is also for Women*, Inter*,
Trans* (FLIT) folk only.
Mz* Baltazar’s Laboratory is a collecve and feminist hackerspace. It aims at generang a culture of
fearless making and an environment that fosters creavity, acvism and provocave thinking. Mz*
Baltazar’s Lab tries to build an accessible, inclusive, open, safer and radical space, from which to evolve as
people and as community. Open Source Technology is at the root of our philosophy, it enables us to share
and collaborate without restricons. We need this space to experiment with things as gender, hardware or
our selves.

Hacking is nowadays a common pracce and creave strategy employed among post-internet arsts. By
subverng the system, reverse engineering, hacking creave processes, defending access and openismus,
they instrument a boGom-up methodology using deconstrucon as a method to “make” art.
Acknowledging Vilém Flusser’s (1986) challenge of opening the “black box” they queson what is behind
commercial apparatuses, defying their potenal with the awareness of the impact of technology in the
current neo-liberal market. Built upon the belief that art pracce can be a crical impetus for social
change, hacking pracces and methods might be constuted as a potenal tool for acvang the
spectator, emancipang and leading them into the process of quesoning consumer capitalism.
Yet, those important tools of crical thought are sll not completely accessible to all genders, since in the
current me we sll face the problem that women* and trans* people are a minority in both the creave
and technical design of new technologies. The scenario is parcular worrying in the context of
hackerspaces, makerspaces, media art fesvals, media art exhibions and media art university degrees.
This problem stems from the fact that electronic and programming are very oJen connoted as white
normave male tools, and likewise the way technology is introduced to women and trans* people in their
social and creave environment.
As an alternave, several iniaves such as Mz* Baltazar’s Lab based in Vienna, aim to contribute for
merging the gender gap of female* and trans* people in the art, scienAc and technology realm/ market
by o@ering them tech/ art workshops, exhibion space and a supporve acve community in a
discriminaon and sexual harassment free environment. By creang a space that fosters creavity,
acvism and provocave thinking MzB aims to empower women* and trans* people and support them in
the development of their projects. Conscious that the intertwining of diversiAed knowledge and
experience is primary for a community-building process, MzB invites women* and trans* people from
di@erent mindsets and backgrounds to share and collaborate without restricons. Penetrang the black
box is an invitaon for those that are interested in intersecng their view points with other polics of
percepon contribung for a crical thought towards the necessity of demythifying and demysfying the
‘black box’.

[13 June] Motherboards June ’16 Meeting

Inmate archives aJer media
In the light of the current context of the big data where data processing, data curaon, storage, transfer,
visualizaon and privacy are major topics of discussion, arsts Carla Cabanas and Patrícia J. Reis propose
to collaborate on an arst project that aims to re*ect upon future ways of materializaon and/or
dematerializaon of visual private archives.
This arst-in-residence will be accomplished at Mz Baltazar’s Lab as the Arst of two encounters that will
culminate in a future exhibion.
Carla Cabanas (b. Lisbon, 1979) has worked about the complex thicknesses of the collected
and individual memory: what is invented and that is built; that is fragmented and transmi,ed;
which is stored and which can no longer be revisited. Starng with photographs - especially
those that should serve to perpetuate the memories - intervening in order to delete,
transform or destroy their paper surfaces, making visible oblivion. In her pracce she also
uses video, sound and drawing.
She graduated in Visual Arts in E.S.A.D. Caldas da Rainha in 2003 and connued studying and
specialising unl 2009. Her work has also unfolded into arsc residencies, namely:
MobileHome in Loulé, 2009; Transitante: entre álbuns e arquivos, Lisboa, 2012; Viagens
Invisiveis in São Tomé e Principe, 2013; Carpe Diem Arte e Pesquisa in Lisbon, 2013-2015 and
Inter.meada Residências Ar[scas in Alvito, 2015.
Awarded with the Honori2c Menon on the Photography Prize Puri2cacion Garcia, in 2012,
and the third prize in Ariane de Rothschild Painng Award, 2005. In 2010/2011 received a
scholarship granted by the Portuguese Ministry of Culture to live and work in Antwerp,
Belgium. She exhibits regularly since 2000.
She currently lives in Lisbon, Portugal.
www.carlacabanas.com

[23 June] Ela Aloisia Sattler RaspberryPi Basics Workshop II

The MzB Collective

Patrícia J. Reis b. Lisbon, Portugal, 1981. Her arst pracce pursues new ways of interacon and sensorial
engagement with the public in the interdisciplinary Aeld of art and technology.
She Graduated in Visual Arts from the ESAD (Superior School of Art and Design, Caldas da Rainha)
Portugal, in 2004, and in 2011 presented her masters dissertaon in the Producon and Creaon in
Technological Art Master program, at the Lusófona University, Lisbon, Portugal. She's a Ph.D. in art with
the thesis Underneath the skin another skin: Body, screen and interface for an interacve hapc visuality
presented at the University of Évora, Portugal, in 2016 with summa cum laude disncon. with a
fellowship from the Naonal Science Technology Foundaon of Portugal (2011-2015). From 2006 to 2012,
she was lecturing Digital Arts at the Polytechnic Instute of Beja, Portugal. Currently she lectures at the
Universität für Angewandte Kunst in Vienna and at the Kunstuniversität Linz, Austria. Since 2012 she’s a
member of Mz Baltazar’s Laboratory – a feminist hackerspace based in Vienna, Austria.
Her work has been widely exhibited naonally and internaonally. In 2013 was awarded with the Media
Art prize from the Edith-Russ-Haus für Medienkunst in Germany and in 2011 with the grant form the
Foundaon for Science and technology of Portugal.
She currently lives in Vienna, Austria.
www.patriciajreis.com

The MzB Collective

Anna T. (1984) studied Photography, Video, and New Media in Athens, Greece and holds a master’s degree
in Queer Studies in Arts & Culture from Birmingham City University, UK. She is currently a PhD candidate
at the Academy of Fine Arts Vienna (PhD in Pracce) researching the proverbial closet. Her work spans
from photography and video to interacve audiovisual installaons. Recurrent themes in her work are
subjecvies in relaon to me and space, normavity, and public and private space. Typical of her work
is the extensive use of readymade objects, digital media, and the invitaon for the audience to become an
integral part of the work via interacon. She has worked as a cultural producer, curator, and fesval
arsc director, and has collaborated extensively with academics, acvists, and fellow creaves in Greece,
the UK, Germany, and Austria. Since 2003 she has exhibited and parcipated in numerous exhibions and
new media fesvals in Europe, North and South America, Canada, and Australia. For more informaon
please visit: www.annatee.net

The MzB Collective

Maria Ursula Hera *1978 Eisenmarkt/RO,

Maria Hera (b. 1978) is a German-Romanian arst based in Vienna. She studied Ane arts at the University
of Applied Arts and Science - Hannover at Prof. Sigrun Jakubachke and Prof. Bernhard Garbert and
aGended the Masterclass of Prof Bernhard Garbert. Maria Hera`s artwork is located at the intersecon of
media- and street- art, collage, photography, video, as well as performance. She explores and transforms
the condions of human life, mainly it´s network of relaons, interacons, social structures and roles but
also common persuasions and images and approach them in di@erent ways. Leant on Martha Rosler she
searches in the details for metaphoric content and transforms this, by puhng it into new context, into
another semioc Aeld, that evokes a truth that can be accepted without claiming validity. Maria Heras
feminist and polical views express not only in her arsc work. AJer college she volunteered three
month at a former socialist orphanage in Bucharest. She also did a voluntary social year at an old peoples
home in Nünberg, where she grew up. During her studies in Hannover she was an acve member of the
students women organizaon. During the world cup in Germany she worked for a women&#39;s
organizaon and distributed condoms and informaon about STD to the fans. In Vienna she worked two
years for a women&#39;s organizaon that helps to establish and protect the rights of sex- workers in
Vienna and Austria. She is member of the labour union GPD. Aware of her privileges as a white middle
class women, she tries to act within her peer group but keep herself open to the variety of feminist voices.
Her vision is to empower a feminism of inclusive diversity, giving equal place to all shades of feminism.

The MzB Collective

Lale Rodgarkia-Dara, born in Vienna, Austria, she works as a writer, radio-maker and “soundinstaller”. She
tries to develop a new Electroacousc Literature, that enables writers to read and perform in a collecve
(with electronic arsts and humans) and as individuals with a distance to their own texts. Founded the
monthly Elektronik Teame and is producer at the internaonal art-radio- network radia and part of the
Mz. Baltazar’s Laboratory Collecve and several other collecves. Standing collaboraon among others
with Ula Schneider, SOHO in OGakring. www.sohoinoGakring.at (Art in public space, urban art, hacking),
Caroline Profanter, Anna Steiden, Veronika Mayer, Gina Mahello, Mia Zabelka, Ingrid Schmoliner,
Chrisne Schörkhuber, Stefanie Wuschitz, Patricia Reis. Since 2003 she has held Radio-Workshops. She
produces and develops art that is somehow always related to spaces and spheres in transion, literature
and media-art interplaying with open source technology. Her current interest lies in the conversion and
transformaon of the digital sphere into the analogue recepon of the individual subject to their
biological existence. She was awarded several grants and prices including FilmsJung NRW, Composion
Grant of the city of Vienna, Austrian Literature grant.s 2014 working as an external lecturer at the
interdisciplinary centre for urban culture and public space at the Vienna University of Technology.
hGp://skuor.tuwien.ac.at

